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INTRODUCTION 

1.      In the aide-mómoire issued in connection with the meeting of the Second 

Consultative Group on Appropriate Industrial Technology, the objectives of 

this meeting were defined aß being to: 

(i) review basic objectives and aspecto of industrial strategies 

in developing countries? and the relationship between reorientation 

in such strategies an»l programmes of industrialization with the 

application and use of appropriate industrial technologies} 

(ii)        identify the principal features of selection,  adoption and 

development of more appropriate techniques and processes, with 

particular reference to industrial sectors where such alternative 

technologies are moBt relevant and applicable; 

(iii)      discusB the interrelationship and aectoral linkages in the 

application and use of alternative appropriate technologies in 

certain sectors; 

(iv)        identify and discuss policy criteria and issues whioh need to 

be considered by developing countries in the selection and 

application of more appropriate production processes and 

tcchniqueo;     and 

(v) highlight aopects and issues of international co-operation in 

the application and development of more appropriate industrial 

technologies in particular eectore. 

2,      The principal purpose of the Second Consultative Group meeting is to 

define the basic conceptual and policy framework relating to selection and 

application of appropriate industrial technology in developing countries.    It 

is expected that the recommendations of this Group would provide a significant 

input for the deliberations of the  International Forum on Appropriate Industrial 

Technology which is being convened by UNIDO in India in November 197&\    The 

discussione and recommendations in the International Forum are,  in turn,  likely 

to provide a major contribution to the UNIDO Conference on Science and 

Technology (1979) and to the Third Oeneral Conference of UNIDO (1980). 
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2.       The  atenúa for di s c a..¿.or.  ..n  the Uccond ;loi;su:.1 alive Group meeting 

should  broadly relate  +o the  issue c: and fir ports  ic fined  in the above-mentioned 

objectives of the meeting.     Consequently,   the principal subjects for 

discussion may be considered under the  foì lowing asentía itemsí 

(i) Industrial  growth -.-•.trateçy  an.'i   .pproonate  technology; 

Vii)        Selection and .-..pniicut., en of appropriate technology in 

selected sectors; 

(iii) Scotora:   linkaf* -   and  interrciati.onch-.pK; 

(iv)        Polir.;/ msuc..:   in  the   application of appropriate technology; 

(v) Isauca uf international technological  co-operation. 

4.       The  -iger:da items ¡¡.entionsd  a owe  n;we  Le^n  farther elaborated in this 

note  in order to nitfili-at   t ,o  principal  .-ir.pv.ctj  and lucues that need to be 

discussed by Mio Group  ,:r'h  a view  to arrive at a -Tonerai  consensus.    Several 

papers received m con-,' ct..on with varios: aspects of technology policy and 

appropriate  industrial technolo-?/ nave  cren circulated to serve as background 

documente   for the  Consultative Group muet, 1.1,7.  -* 

1/      1.     Appropriate Techno. 0,^' and  the activities to be stimulated 
by J.-ji   Tinbe'tfen 

2. DuaHs.-n,   ser. Ural   planning and .Integration of modern industrial 
and di3r<erri-ci  tra..!-; t iena ;   sector by J.L.   Peno 

3. Appropriât" Ve<-,-,noio,--;/  _n th.- content of tho  redirection of LDC 
industrial    ¡-vf .orncr.t  r>, rater,-/:   concepts  and policies   by G. Ranie 

4*    b" K"H 
C^ :bl U:h'"';ra  0i"  m  Indu;-+'r^-i Techno:oW Development Policy 

%    Appropriate Industrial Tochnologyt   an integrated approach by D.Prost 

Other document.; received subsequently will be circulated duriiw: the 
meeting. 
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I.     INDUSTRIAL aRÜ>frH 3TRATBQY AND APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY 

1. The basic objectives of indi frtriali,:aiion in developing countries are 

to achieve the quantitativa production taigets in critical growth sectors 

baned on factor endowmentr.  of individual   o ou rri. ri ta with a view to meeting 

socio-economic and developmental needs cf the population».    The   overall 

quantitative target haw been set by the Lima Declaration and Plan of Aotionand 

•ime at achieving a 2% share of global industrial production in these countries 

by the year 2000.    Thu Lima Declaration also defined broad qualitative objectives 

such as the achievement  of greater noci al  justice through more equitable income 

distribution and optimum development  of national  and human reaouroee in these 

oountries.    Certain employment and social a«pect s of development were further 

elaborated in the Tripartite World Conference on Einplnyment,  Income Distribu- 

tion and Sooial Progress held in Geneva in June  Vjfb» 

2. The objectives of industrialization can only be achieved through rapid 

application of internal and external investible resources,  of very significant 

dimensions and magnitudo for  industrial programmes and activities.    This 

necessitates optimum generation and mobilization of internal resources,  both 

material and human,   in developing countries, together with significant 

financial and technological resource flowB from industrialized nations and 

easing of the heavy ueot   burdens which n*vi  uocumuiitt id  in most duveloping 

countriso.    Such resource  <reneration and mobilization haB to be dovetailed 

with a reoriented industrial fT'owth strategy designed to provide adequate 

income and employment  opportunities for aa wide a strata of population in 

these countrien aa possible.     It  is increaainply bein^ realized that  the 

•trickle-down'  effect  of the existing pattern of industrialization is prov- 

ing very  inadequate to meet   the essential needs and aspirations of develop- 

ing countries,  particularly the poorer Beat ions,  which represent the great 

majority.     A more comprehensive developmental strategy hau to be designad to 

effectively meet broader socir--economic objectives.    Those objectives oannot 

be Berved by the industrial  growth process? aime,  but   industrialization oan 

and must  play    a critical and pivotal role,  a<j    t  constitutes the most  effective 

meann    both oi  producing a wide variety of Roods and services and ensuring 

employment  opportunities,   inrome feneration and improvement in conditions of 
living. 
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i.      There  íc crowing reconnu ...n     u. moat  developing countries    that 

industrial  strategies  md programmes, whicn nave  largely followed Western 

models of industrialization,  have, not  fulfilled basic socio-economic objectives 

and the overall benefit;   exported  fron í.ndubtrialization have not  been 

adequately achieved.    Though there has  been fairly rapid progress  in   many 

production  sectors  in several developing countries, the overall  impact has 

largely been  limited to the creation of enclaves  of  •modern1  industry, 

mainly concentrated in metropolitan regions in these countries,  with 

continuing dependence in moat  caser,,  en industrial technology,  capital 

goods and technological  servicer:  from foreign sourcee.    The continued 

dominance  of  foreign subsidiarios    and affiliates  in various sectors of 

these economies,   coupled with the  increasing need for direct  foreign invest- 

ment and  Ioana and credits of various forma,  h.-is  greatly added to debt 

burdens  of these countries,   without  providing the  accelerated take-off in 

industrial   growth to effective!,/  -ne et   'hoir ,T(iwinf; indebtedness through 

effective  competition  m   international   '«.'.rkets,   except   in certain sectors 

and pood-; and -.servicer',.    <rhe modern industrial  sector constitutes only a 

small   fringa   in -no.vt developm« --.ountrio;   and  the benefits  in terms, of 

income and  employment nav>> Lees  re,-trieteri  to vory  small  sections. 

4.      At   the   !-,*nu-  time Llv.;  economic  benefits,  of   industrial  progress have not 

percolatoti  t"  the   poorer M,'t,lf,n.,   in tnesc,- countries,  which are mostly 

resident   in th.; ru rai arpar- an  which hivo remai-.ed  Largely unaffected by 

industrial  development   concentrated   m certain urban areas.    Poverty and un- 

employment  nave,   in  fact,   brxrw.«  more   intensi fiad  in the rural areas and in 

the 'non-modern'   urb.-'.n sector,     income disparité-  hive tended to  grow, 

instead of hem,-, reduced ,is ar. essential   facet   of the development   process. 

Above all,   certain basic noe.ir:  r.f the community re-n.un unfulfilled,  creating 

and accentuating a exit.cai  lücnotomy  -.n the developmon'   procès«. 

cj.      The  broader  oV<ec*,ive    of  industrial   progress can  perhaps only be 

achieved through  significant   récrient at   on  of the   industrial   growth pattern. 

Rapid industrial   /-rowth   is not   -mly fully consistent  with such a wider 

strategy but   is,,   in  fact,   a .sne   manon,   v acceleri-ted growth rates can 

only he achieves through groat or  production of ,/ood., and services.    What  is, 

however,   necer-.ary in that   .nasstnil  growth st rater/ must  he effectively 

harmonised with wider so,-.; o-cconcnuc nenas.    Thic   rruy well necessitate 

considerable reorientation of 'be   future pattern of  industrial  rrowth,  with 
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continued emphasis on the «growth of basic and critical industrial Electors in 

each economy on the on« hand,  and greater stress on more broad-based 

industriili development, including significant  spread of  industry to non- 

mot ropo lit «an regions, on tho other.    Thin would inevitably involve a degree 

of restructuring of  'Nituro indu1.trial  rrowth. 

6.     Tho réorientât urn of industrial  growth strategy and the relationship 

between mich re«rie¡:tat ion and the application  of more appropriate industrial 

techniquoo and   oror-onuen was 'lifirninsed  in the Pirat Concitative Group 

Meeting of UNIDO  in November   H77.    It  was tho view of the Group that  such 

reorientation would nocennitnte a two-fold approach.    On the one hand,  the 

•modern'  industrial sector« in thene countries would need to expand rapidly 

following national  policy ob.iectiven nuoh an  import  substitution in certain 

nootors,  development   of expo/tn  in othern,  together with optimum utilization 

of national  rornurcno and  factor ondowmonts.    The  'modern'  sector may be 

conoeiveít  in tormn of  jnduntrial branch©« as primarily relating to basic 

industrio;-:  rnioh  1:1 Heel,  mineral and metallurgical  induntries,  production 

of fertilizers .and chomicaln,  manufacture of capital  goodn,  development  of 

agro-induct rioi;  and tho   like,   many of which would require the application 

ol  noph:nticatoa capital-intensive techniques employed  in large-scale produc- 

tion in those  necton  MI developed economies.    On tho  other hand, much greater 

emphasis must  alno he pi von to decentralization and diepereal  of industries 

to non-mot ropol it an regioni;  in developing countnen,   primarily to provide 

greater incorno and employment   opportunities to a wider section and to meet 

name sooin-nconomic needs to a greater extent.    It was stressed by the 

First Gonnulta! ivo Group that  no clear  line of demarcation could be drawn 

between the  'modern'  and the   'decentralized'  Rector and the distinction 

wan primarily  for convenience of analysis,  particularly in terms of the 

varying nature of technological requirements that may be applicable in one 

or other of there broad categories. 

7.      It   in nocesnary for the Second Consultative Group to consider and high- 

light tho  liirmee and  implications of the above duali stic approach,  parti- 

cularly  in tho context  of technological needs and requirements for both the 

'modern' and ttinperoed'  sectors.    The identification of such requirements 

and an effective programme to fulfil  technological needs in both these 

nectorn would  conrdituto an ennential anpect  of reorientation of industrial 

and technological  strategies in theee countries. 

.J 



o.      The   'modern'   aector ':ould   broadly  tie rm.ra.-t, cri zed  in termr* of  large- 

ncale production,   raosv I.v  m a^ira, o].i urn u..ú  .;. Kü   JI'i, ai arot.r: of hi fl*h 

industrial concentran -.1,   -jrni   ne   >:' oaor'.a ;.-ir.¡ter<3:; ve technological   processes 

aleo utilized  in  induct rial ised eoono-nier.   m t. no respective sectors.     AR 

agamnt thi:*.,   industrial  activ.ties in    the  'decentrali zed'  or  •disperr.ed1 

nector would  iarrely UP viMtr.lir.ed as nanu fact uro of a wide range of 

products primari i,y through .imall-sc:-* i o un. ti;  1 neat od   in semi-urban or rural 

areas and uom/*- produci ion techninucs  .-. .-re directly related to local   factor 

resources ana situâtio¡;¡>. 

9.      The growtr. of the  'modern'  sector has been  fairly -significant   in several 

developing couturier: and hau enabled  many of these countries to increasingly 

face international competition  m various manufactured products.    Apart  from 

large developing count nei- euch aa Argentina,  Brazil,   India .and Mexico,  which 

have significant   internal market c*. and  can au .¡tain effective demand for a wide 

variety of industrial  productr and nervine;;,  a number of smaller developing 

countries such as Algeria, Egypt,  Hongkong,  Inn,  Malaysia,  Singapore, 

the Republic of Korea,  Venezuela and  others are gradually strengthening their 

competitive capac.it,.   and arc en-,pet m ' effect ivcly   m regional and  interna- 

tional market:;  in vari en producir..     TL<:J  industrial  growtn pattern  of these 

developing coantrir:-  his '-.igh light er'   tnç need  i'or ¡'i/-nif icari!,  redeployment 

of industry duri-!," the next   two decades,   a:: ad enríate  aInsemination  of techno- 

logical   know-how  and expertise 'ixteno.;  in respect   of various manufacturing 

brancher,.     In  several   field«*  .-,ucn an  wood procer.;-í n;;,   teie ilers and garments, 

footwear manufacture,   leather   orocei-.n. nf,  electrical   r-ngmoering,  and consumer 

product;**,   such  as musical   ¡ n:i+ runent r*,   rno-tr   ,"oar .and the like,  developing 

countries, already have considerable  cirnetit.ve  advantage ovur industrialized 

econrmie;:.    With PTü¿Ví er absorption  of tenhncl« •"•*•>•  m  other .sectori;,  the fields 

in which  ievelopmg-cnuntr.v enterpn :*«J-*. would be able; to compete effectively 

in international  markets  should  rradually extend to a wide range of   inter- 

mediate producir: ai.d mac ni n*ry   ind  «•rripment.     It   is  only,  however,   with a 

widely diversified   industrial  bao,   p.-.rt irularl " i>\ respect   of basic   induntries, 

that  mont  developing er.oio*»ie.;   ;an «:'f>-ct-..vely rtand the tort   of international 

competition over a wide area o.'   nannfacture  in "he   »modern'  sector. 
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10. Industrial growth in the 'dispersad'  sectors has tended to be fairly 

limited in mont developing countries.    Few countries have embarked on com- 

prehensive programmes of dispersed industrialization and,  in most such 

economies,  even the basic infrastructure is lacking.    In some oountries, 

extension services and other facilities have been extended for promotion of 

small-scale industrien,  but t.io overall  impact  of dispersed industrial acti- 

vity han not  boen significant. 

11. Despite the fact that  significant  industrial growth has taken place in 

some sectors  in certain developing countries, the process of technological 

development  needs to bo greatly intensified, together with reorientation of 

industrial strategy.    The continuing dependence on foreign technology at 

various stager, of development needs to be significantly reduced through the 

development  of adequate technological  capability for the effective absorp- 

tion and adaptation of foreign techniques and processes and for innova- 

tive development:!  in variour, fields,   based  on national  factor situations and 

endowmentn.    At  the  same time, technological  service capability,  including 

engineering and design-, muet also be greatly increased  in order that  the 

process of adaptation and innovativo development can be adequately accelerated. 

12. An essential element  of technological development,  apart  from the growth 

of domestic capability, . is  tho ne lection of  suitable and appropriate techno- 

logy in the context   of national factor situations in various sectors.    Such 

selection necessitates consideration of variour alternatives and the exercise 

of a degree of selectivity,  based on national policios and objectives.    This 

assumes special relevance in the context  of selection and utilization of 

foreign technology.     While the acquisition of foreign techniques and procesBee 

may be necessary in a number of sectors in developing countries,  selectivity 

may need to be exercised both in the determination of fields in which foreign 

technology inflow should take place and the nature of technology that  should 

be acquired in various sectors, apart   from the terms and conditions of such 
acquisition. 

13. The selection and effective utilization of appropriate foreign techno- 

logy and development   of indigenous technological capability necessitates the 

adoption of a fairly comprehensive programme for technological development. 

J 
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The essential ingredientn for such a technology plan or programme in each 

country ahoulu compricet 

(i) the identification of technological needs in terms of processes 

and services in critical and priority sectors of growth in each 

oountry; 

(ii)    the establishment of a comprehensive information system which 

would assist national institutions and enterprises in providing 

information on alternative techniquer and processes} 

(iii)   the growth of technological service capability at various 

levels of development, including capacity for engineering and 

design} 

(iv)   the creation of institutional mechanisms for screening the 

selection and accniisition of foreign technology considered more 

suitable or appropriate in a givon sot of circumstances} 

(v)   the development of institutional facilities for monitoring the 

impact, absorption and innovations in respect of foreign and 

indigenouo technology together with the growth of R+D activities 

in important  industrial sectors; 

(vi)   th<? defining of a suitable policy package for the rapid growth 

of indigenous technological development 

It ii perhaps only through an integrated approach coverin« all these 
aspects that the development of domestic technological capability on the one 

hand, and the selection,  absorption and adaptation of appropriate foreign 

techni<nies on the other,  can be effectively achieved.    The above prererjuisites 

and criteria for adequate growth of technological capability would be 

applicable both in respect of the »modern1  sector as well as decentralized 

or dispersed industry.    At the same time, the technological needs of greater 

industrial dispersal largely through small-scelo enterprises may tend to b€ 

significantly different and may pose greater problems of choice and suitabi- 

lity. 

__J 
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14.    It io necessary,,in thin context, to briefly consider certain basic issues 

of industrial stravj&i *ux~l. i.,.r. havu a .luja  u.^j...tì «.n tj^mologioal devel- 

opment and the use of more appropriate technology.    There relate to 

(i)   policios in relation to foreign investment, particularly 

foreign bronchus and subpidierierjj 

(ii)    sectoral priorities?    and 

(üi)   programmes for rural industrialisation. 

15. Close linkage continúen to exir,, principally for historical reasons, 

between privato foreipri invectnert nnd inflow 0? foreign technology in devel- 

oping countries. With foroi/rn branchoa and óubnidiariea occupying a pivotal 

role in major production sectors, technology inflow has often been contingent 

on investments. With the act i.v_t i» ,1 e" foreign rtubHiadiories being primarily 

governed by the intoro^t of foreign punmt enterprinus, usually transnational 

corporations, tho ilow af* fc-roi.^ technology and know-how has been limited 

to the immediate needs of 3uch cubsidiaries, with deoieione rogarding techno- 

logy being taken by parent onto"prisas, and often bearing little relation to 

national technological ncidn in tho hont  country.    Thus,  in extractive 

induotries,  foreign technology wan initially confined to extraction techniques 

in the fields of oil, mining rnd ixploitation of other natural resources. 

In the non-durable consumer goodn  aeotor,   foreign technology was confined 

largely to tho need for controlling internal markets.    In sectors such as 

drugs and pharmaceutical a,to ehnoloflyrupnly wad related to repacking and 

formulations, with banic materials and intermediates imported from parent 

enterprises.    In respect  of durablo oonpuir.er goods and most manufactured 

products,   foreign toohnologr inflow waa öfter, deaignei to limit operations 

to the étages of assembly or semi-, assembly. ?y and largo,  inflow of foreign 

techniques in the case of foreign subsidiaries has not  only been limited in 

scope, but  has tended to follow the tail-end of technological innovations in 

parent foreign companies.    Research and development activities have also 

inevitably been conducted in foreign locations and nubsidiaries have been 

wholly dependent  on the results of external researoh, 

16. In recent years, the pattern of foreign ownership and control and 

technology supply  -0 foreign .nibnidiarien and aff".liat«B is changing significantly, 

largely under governmental pre-suro  '.nd with increased regulation of private 

foreign investment, foreign rvbnidinrien are developing technological capability 

to a much greater extent  to reet  t argute of domestic integration,  exports and 
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the like.    At the same timo,  mvestmt it and technologic .1 decisions of foreign 

controlled subsidiaries continue to be governed by considerations other than 

national,  or even pertaining to the enterprise in question.    Apart  from the 

nature and extent  of technology flow in such caaes,   payments and pricing of 

foreign processes and services assumer, different form3,   including significant 

elemento of transfer pricing in various sectors.    There is no simplistic 

solution to dealing with invostment-curn-technolofry paokafres.  and most devel- 

oping countries must ensure that the package in appropriate to needs of the 

economy.    At the  same tunc, new fortius of corporate arrangements are beine 

evolved in several developing countries, with mixed capital ownership between 

foreign and domestic interest!?,    ñuch «joint ventures' necessitate the identifica- 

tion and determination of foreign know-how and technological  services to a 

much greater extent than in the case of foreign subsidiaries. 

17.    The question  of sectoral priorities alno assumer considerable  signi- 

ficance in technological development  and the use of more appropriate techno- 

logier-.    The emphasis on particular sectors may vary significantly in the 

context of policy objectives such an  import  substitution  in particular fields 

or a high degree of export-orientation  in other branches.    In general,  how- 

ever,  certain industrial  r.ectors have a high degree  of priority in most 

countries.    These  include  industries based on natural resources, agro- 

lndustries,  basic  industrie:; related to local  factor endowments and 

certain other sectors of common  interest to most  developing countries. 

Technological net-ds havo to be  identified in relation to such sectoral prior- 

ities and selection of appropriate techniques should be directly related to 

such identified needs. 

18.    In recent years,   increased emphasis is bning given in several develop- 

ing countries to decentralization of industry to semi-Durban and under- 

developed regions.    This aspect  of industrial strategy can have a significant 

effoct on technological, needs.    With growing stress on dispersal of industries, 

developing countries will need to place greater emphasis on processes and 

techniques more closely related to the needs of such a policy.    It  may well 

be that  less sophisticated  production techniques already utilized in develop- 

ing countries or being used by small-scale units m developed economies may 

be more appropriate  in this context,  both from the viewpoint  of costs and other 

economic criteria.    The identification of such appropriate processes and 

techniques would necessitate a systematic search for  such technology in specific 

sectors, and even the development  of appropriate processes through research and 
development  rfforts. 

_. J 



19»    The bimo nt-.u-ri,   .<,>•    n'i r* • -„   ]    i  rpor  A   ir ciof^útrel i.:;ati m stems 

from the fact that,  firrtij,  i number of geodi, and >,orv*ceu comprising both 

production inputs Tor ap-icnlturii   o^er.vt ions and consumption goods of variouß 

categories nan be produced in the rural areas and that such production could 

provide the buse for 3Lmi.Fica.r/. ~urr.i industrialization.    The greater the 

extent to which such itonr. couM bo  localiy produced the preator would be the 

participation and involvement  c4> the riraJ   commur.ity,  apart from the increased 

employment  and income opportur.it i en in tneee areas.    Though   there is 

considerable unBatiafiod denand for various products and services in rural 

areas,  local production would necessarily have to be closely interrelated to 

the growth of effective purchasing power in rural communities.    Rural 

industrialization itself could undoubtedly play a critical role in providing 

such purchasing power through increased employment  opportunities. 

20. The potential for effect LVO rur-il  industrialization would obviously be 

different   for each country and would inevitably be dependent  on neveral 

factors includine   ocal factor andowmentr,  availability of infrastructure and 

other facilitioSf the growth of hu.ian skilln, tho extent of rural purchasing 

power and the overall  industrial policy package which could be implemented. 

By and large, however,   industrial decontra]ization holds out very significantly 

pocsibilities if viewed an an integral and vital element  in the industrial 

growth process. 

21. In terms of technology, the needs of rural industrialization would tand 

to be significantly differan4   fron thoso of iho »modern' sector,  primarily 

becaune production scaler, and unit  investment  outlays would tend to be much 

smaller.    At the sane trme, r. greater degree of labour intensity could be 

introduced throu,<*h amsll-sctilo production in most branches.    It  is important 

to stress,  however, that appropriato technology for the 'diupersed*  or 

'decentralized'  sector nhoulrt not   invariably bo oonnidered in terms of 

labour-mtenrave an againrvt  capital-ini-ennive techniques.    It may well be 

that certain techniques which are relatively capital-intensive would be wholly 

appropriate for small-scale production in the 'diapersed' sector. 

22.    The choice of approprile technology both for *h?  'modern' and for the 

dispersed sectors thereforo rame a number of challenging issues.    Firstly, 

the implications of technological choice,  witnin the framework of a com- 

prehensive policy for technological development and growth of indigenous 
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technological capability need to be considered.    Secondly, the role of govern- 

«ental and institutional agencies in technology planning needs to be broadly 

defined in the context of the fact that the application of technology would 

largely be done through private sector enterprises in most developing 

countries.    Thirdly, the principles governing the choice of appropriate 

technology in the »modern« and the dispersed sectors need to be elaborated. 

Finally, certain criteria need to be defined both for the «modern» and the 

»dispersed« sectors against which the appropriateness of particular produc- 
tion techniques and processes can be assessed. 

W-- 
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II.    SELECTION AND APPLICATION Q? APPROPRIATE TBCHNOLOQY 

TN SELECTED -^T^RS 

1.      As stressed earlier, therj oo.vtinuei? to be heavy dependence on foreign 

technology inflow in moat develo a.ip cuntrien.    While subtiiáiariee and 

affiliates of TNCs continue to exercise i dorn inani   rol«* in various sectors, 

national enterpriser)Including public nector units lave also relied almost 

completely on foreign techniques and p*-oc<3ires.    The inflow of foreign tsohno- 

logy has takon placo through v.'xious mechanisms including foreign subsidiaries, 

.joint ventures,  and licencing arrangement n,   including varying degrees of 

control  exercised by technology supplier ir   management, technical supervision, 

technological servicer eto.,  for differont  per'odn of time.    While technology 

is increasingly a marketable commodity and   -ochnology transactions are multi- 

plying rapidly,   it  is imperative that    nat itut i oiw awl entorprises in devel- 

oping countries shr.uld ensure that  foreign technology which in acquired is 

suitable and appropriate to ircil conditiono and  that  nuch acquisition is 

consintent  with domoetic technological deve oprnent. 

2.      The  last two decader* hnv<) neon the rarid growth of technology exchange 

between enterprises in different oountviec and rapidly-mcroaBing emergano« 

of industrial technology an a marketable commodity.    Overall trade in techno- 

logy rose from around S ?,100 million in 1)t>5 to over $  11,000 million by 

1975»  largely  m the  form of lump trim paymentH,  royaltios and feos.    Most  of 

such technology trado har taker pinco between entorprinen in developed 

countrien,  and technology payment e by developing countries,  though signi- 

ficantly high  in the context  of their Individual economics,  constituted only 

a small proportion firing to about  S 1,000 million annually during 1974-76. 

Thin figure  is  likely lo inerbane considerably with increased industrializa- 

tion and  it   ir, entim.ited that  the  imdo  in technology by developing countries, 

in terms of fees,  royalties and other paymentn  for technical know-how and 

specialized aervicen,  would increase to over S 6,000 million by I985, 

constituting about   I5 per cent  oí  the total trado in technology.    Both in 

view of the high coat  of foreign technology  inflow and its impact  on 

domoetic technolo/ictl development,   it   ir nocpnaary fir developing countries 

to exercine adequate selectivity ir. orctei   Lbrt   only technologies whioh are 

suitable and appropriato to the^r tactor conditi.inn and circumstances are, 

in fact,   acquired and utilized. 
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3«      The nature of technology acquisition varies considerably in ccope and 

magnitude in the case of technology-acquiring enterprises from developed 

countries and those from developing economics.    In the case of the former, 

the technology license normally comprises of user rights to a specific produc- 

tion process, usually covered by patents, though often accompanied by 

specialized «nowhow    which may be unpatented.    Both the licensor and the 

licensee are functioning in a similar technological environment and are 

aware of the intricacies of technology transact i on r..     In the case of deval- 

oping-country enterprises, the situation tends to be different.    There is 

wide divergence in the overall technological background,  and significai t 

constraints in the technological  servicer, available  locally.    Consultancy and 

engineering services are limited,  processed raw materials and even relatively 

simple components nore difficult to obtain, and the initial levels of absorp- 

tive skills may be lower.    There is also greater preference for foreign 

technological  services and material supplies,  oven when such services and 

supplies are available within the country. 

4.     Project  implementation in earlier stages of industrial growth in most 

developing countries often took the form of turnkey arrangements, with a 

single foreign party being entrusted vnth full responsibility for implementa- 

tion.    This i^rm is presently utilized to a much lesser extent though it may 

sill be applied in  'tied aid1 projects, where project   financing is linked to 

a foreign engineering group entrusted with such responsibility.    In the case 

of such arrangements,  recipient enterprises in developing countries need to 

ensure that  (1)    plant  capacity is related to market  potential;    (ii) techno- 

logy is appropriate to domestic factor endowments,   including growth potential 

of skills;     (ili) adorniate provision is male for training of local personnel 

to take over plan operations after start-up;    and  ( iv)  adequate tests or 

trial runs are provided as part  of the takeover procedure.    It  IB also essen- 

tial to avoid such a contract becoming unduly expensive.    This is usually 

difficult to evaluate,  as thu cost tonds to be packaged,  but  as far as possible 

thisshould be  sought  to be disaggregated.    In general,   turnkey arrangements, 

although convenient   for project   implementati or,  tend to be more expensive than 

if the various elements were contracted separately.    Even more important, 

however,   is the fact that  turnkey contracts tend tc circumscribe the selection 

of technology and the use of domestic technological  services.    The technology 

package  m euch cases  is  invariably more comprehensive and,  for this very 

reason,  such an arrangement may not be conducive to domestic technological 

development. 
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5«      Even when a turnkey arrangement  in avoided, the inflow of foreign techno- 

logy and aervice ma;,- ~t ill. or'sr r^a^ep nr -r-r j~ct   i" pleroen+.itior..    Prom a 

national viewpoint,   it wculd be desirable that, with progressive industrial 

development, the 3ize of the imported technology package flhould be gradually 

reduced.    Domestic enterpriseu ami oonsuLtsncy agencies must assume an 

increasingly largor r-.haro of responsibility for project planning and imple- 

mentation    Nevertheless, even in roJatively industria.'-i zed developing 

economies, the techno] ugy package o*ton continúen to ccmpriBe a wide 

variety of technology nervicee, besides procens or production knowhow. 

Disaggregation of tho cost of   knowhow and of technological services such as 

plant  engineering,  etc.   in necesr.ary and such services need to be gradually 

replaced by national enterprises.    It may be necessary to evolve a broad 

policy approach to reduce the ni;:e and magnitudo of tho imported technology 

package and to   ¿nrure that  acquisition of foreign technology in largely 

oonfinod to proce3c or productior. knowhow and that   it  is appropriate to 

local factor circumstances. 

6.      The nature and mze of tho technology package and the degree of dis- 

aggregation necessary would tend to differ considerably in scope arid signi- 

ficance in the  'modern' ani in the  'diBperoed'  sectore.    The technology 

package would tend to be much large:- in the case of the former, since 

sophisticated and relatively 'high' technology wouui be involved in most 

cases.    In the  'dispersed1 sector,  on the other hand, the scile and nature 

of production would,  by and large, ensure that the technology utilised would 

not require on undue degroe of unpackagim; or disaggregation. 

7.      Tho term appropriate technology should bo viowod CP tho most  suitable 

production technique^:) for particular production sectors and projects in 

a given net  of cireumcrtaneen which would include development goals, resource 

endowmentn and conditions, of application.    Thus, what would be appropriate 

in one net of circumfrtanees and for fulfillmenl  of certain policy objectives 

would not nocennarily be imitable in another context.    The overall require- 

ments of industriai   technology in developing countries caver mich a vast area 

of production and manufacturing activities that  appropriate technology would 

necessarily have to  cover a ver,"v wide range  of production procesren and 

technioues extending from sophisticated and capital-intensive technology and 

knowhow on the ono hand to relatively simple adaptations of indigenous 

processori on the  other.    While appropriate technology would normally be 

understood as being more Labour-intensive or related to  imaller scales of 
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production, an compared uo alternative technologies, theBe features should 

not be considered as prerequisite«    or essential.    A capital-intensive 

proceso may be quite appropriate in a particular context.    Nor should 

appropriate technology be viewed in terms of techniques used formerly^ and 

sinco discarded by industrialized nations in favour of more capital-intensive 

processes.    Appropriateness ohould necessarily be judged only in the context 

of a particular situation.    Por oxample,  in sectors and projects which are 

primarily export  oriented, the mont appropriate processes could well be highly 

capital intensive.    Again,   in several basic industries,  capital-intensive techno- 

logies and large-scale production would be whole appropriate.    At the same 

time,  if an important  policy objective is to provide maximum employment 

opportunities,  particularly in non-urban areas and to meet basic socio- 

economic needs in such aroas,  the most appropriate techniques could well 

assume different characteristics for a large number of production sectors and 

projectG . 

i 

8. Some of tho characteristics which cmild be appliod in the determination 

of moro approprili e technology for the 'dispersed' sector could perhaps be 

the following: 

(i)   The technology would be more labour-intensive rather than capital- 

intensivo; 

(ii)    It would generally bo geared to small-scale production rather than 

largo-ncale manufacturinr activities} 

(lii)    It would be moro intensive in the use of local resources and factor 

endowment n; 

(iv)    It would be more responsive to local availability of skills and 

potential for development  of skills} 

(v)    It would bo more tailored to local requirements and tastes, to- 

other with  local  purchasing power. 

9. Tt would not be practicable to apply the above criteria in full in the 

selection of appropriato techniques oven for the dispersed or decentralized 

sector.    In many case:;,  even nmall-r;r.ale industry could use fairly capital- 

intensive technology,  such an in the production of precision goods and 

products.    In other cases,   production would continue to be dependent on flow 

 J 
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of basic induntrial materials, from long distances,  including imported 

materials.    By and laxpfl,  noweve?, tne cnitracteristica oí  appropriate tech- 

nology in the  •dispersed'  sector would tand -.owards the above characteristics 

though selection and application vnuli nr.ve to be related to the particular 

circumstances of the sector and project  concerned. 

10. The  selection of appropriate technology  m the  'modern'  sector would 

similarly need to he related to policy objectivée and local factor situa- 

tions.    Apart from these basic factors, however, consideratola cars would nesd 

to bs exercised in the sslsction of appropriate tschnology in fislds involving 

highly sophisticated technics for large-scale produotion.    Present-day tech- 

nological trends are towards graater capital-intensity in most sectors and 

such techniques may often prove both too costly for developing economies 

and inconointent with thn objective 0f providing greater employment opportunities. 

Together with acquisition of highly capital-intensive technology, which may 

not be appropriate, there in a danger of continuing dependence for years 

on the supply of intermediates and component;* from external sources,  often 

with a significant element  of transfer pricing.    In most  production sectors, 

considerable technological choice is available and this needs to be effecti- 

vely exorcised.    Highly caoital-intensive    technologies and large-scale 

production may not neeórj<-arily be the mocrt efficient means of production in 

devslopingeconomies because of several  -Joastraints such as high initial 

capital outlay,   inadequate availability of skills, problems of continuing 

imports of intermediates and cw>onont<;,   dií'fi^ulties in maintenance of 

capital equipment and the  like.    While the criteria of production efficiency 

should not bo sacrificed, thin woulu still leave considerable scope for 

appropriate choice between Alternative technique:? in ¡several sectors. 

11. The problem of appropriata technological choice for the •modsrn1 

sector has,  in most developing countries,  been left to the enterprises 

concerned, though in an increasing number of countries,  regulatory institu- 

tions have been and are bein¿; set up to screen proposals relating to foreign 

technology.    Such screening i3 largely confined, however, to the terms and 

conditions of technolor-y contracts ¡ind there is comparatively little 

effort towards evaluation of alternative techniques in terms of national 

policy objectives or other criteria.    Thic i3 portly duo to inadequate know- 

ledge regarding alternatives as well as the mtricacier, of technology selec- 

tion and a tendency towardn acquiring what   ii: considered to be the most 

modern and sophisticated technology in the 3ector concerned.    The pattern, 

„. J 
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however, is eh nging gradually, with gi eater knowledge ai.i »rareness of 

enterprises and technology regulation agencies in these countries regard- 

ing technological alternatives and implications of technology licensiug. 

Not only are developing-country enterprises able to secure better terms 

and conditions but they aro exercising a greater degree of choice and 

evaluation between various technological alternatives in the  'modern' 

industrial sector. 

12. The position in respect of appropriate technology for non-urban 

industrial activities is far IOBS satisfactory.    As pointed out earlier, 

this sector has received little attention in most developing countries. 

While there is general appreciation regarding the concept of appropriate 

technology, this has not been translated into concrete aspects of techno- 

logical choice and application in most countries. 

13. It is against the above background that certain sectors have been 

selected as being of particular significance from the viewpoint of 

appropriate technology for the'dispersed' or 'decentralized* sector. 

The features of technological choice in these sectors, which are listed 

on Annex I of the Aide Mémoire on the International Forum on Appropriate 

Industrial Technology,  are proposed to be discussed in detail in separate 

working groups in the Forum in India in November 1978.    The list of such 

sectors is purely illustrative and seeks primarily to highlight the techno- 

logical alternatives that developing countries may need to consider particu- 

larly if greater emphaBis is to be given to greater industrial dispersal. 

Special attention has been focussed on two basic infrastructure sectors, 

viz. energy for rural exeas and rural transportation, and the documentation 

for the Forum would seek to highlight alternatives that are available and 

which need to be considered in providing these basic facilities.    Apart 

from infrastructure needs, the list of sectors includes the production of 

agricultural machinery and inputB, technological alternatives in food storage 

and processing, production of textiles and other consumer goods, the need for 

rural workshops and light engineering facilities, production of building 

materials and other industrial activities which are directly related to 

rural production and consumption needs. 
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14.    Apart from industrial r.cctors which .ire more directly related to industrial 

dicpersal, an important aopect of appropriate technology usage is ite applica- 

tion in basic industries,  such aa steel, metallurgical industries, capital- 

ffoodn manufacturo,  fertilizers and chemical:-, and the like.    It  ia obviously 

not the intention that the Forum would discutir, the various alternative 

technologies in respect  of one or other of '„hese categories.    What in 

intended is to hitfilitfrt the main principles and entona which should 

determine the choice of technology in one or other of those sectors, both 

in the main production lines and in respect  of ancillary and supplementary 

production operations. 

,f.V 

*— 
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TH.     Sec* jrA I.i.rkp _f_ ¿fd Interro!a Uonunips 

1.       It han been v.pr.i'iized    hat  no olear Una  of <.lemarca+ion ein te  drawn 

between the  'modc-in'   :.~,^i- ,aiu  uil.   ' din,, .i..^     _• • i.„c ...trailed'   oector in 

developing   or.or.omieb,  and the i'irtinoticn it,  primarily  ;"or the purpose of 

analysis of tha   implica-ione of appropriate techroio'ry ujaajj in sophisticated, 

largo-scale  induoir;,   on the one  hanu r,:iJ  relatively ornali-a cai e industry locate! 

:r   non-urban a.r.na  or.  the  other.     raperdina on aonditionr cnñ situations in 

particular couninea,   choaa  two /ectorr v.oui i  invariably -¡¡org: vith ^ne another, 

xn fact,   it is essentia,. *o ata-ena -'Jit   ,er; clonr  Interrelationship that must 

b« maintained between production ar.ri earv'.ce  activities in both these  sectors 

to ensure that very cloao  sectoral  lin/a^;  it:  affectively maintained. 

?..       The concept of industrial r'i^pnr'aj   t.> . n.i~ irban a'wt may be considered 

under two broad hcar'n.    FirriJy.   incut ••,r '• al. product, i CT. could  be decentralized 

to non-urban areau  through nall-rc^lc v:.ttB  te concentrato on the production 

of goods and nervigen \-h..ch p-r/io.; V9io:VtH';   "or parie j] turai operations 

and meet esuentinl   conr,ui. r ti o i->f;ocdrj r? ii.ivnrranto i.i -1 !ier J  prean.    Secondly, 

production in the  'día;-arrea'   Gì eter jhoulC  feed the Inrge-ocale  'modern1  sector 

and should ccaiequ ?ntiy for,r;   r     ^e'e or  .nr-ill .rr,,r enterprises producing a wide 

range  of intermediates,   ecapr.r r.„ Jf  spare-,  eta.   for lar^-scale industries in 

these  countries.     U~ier loin theao h?a:,.r;.   it  ir carenti al  that close seotoral 

iinkrges and interrelnti'vsVpu a.m ;: ••, <.r.V it ed. 

3«       Subject  to th?  elation OL   ir.orf ¡v. 3d purchasing power through greater 

employment,  a !<ar,7~ variety   ;f bnic a/jods an:! commoditiea can be taken up for 

manufacture in non-urbnr a-?r."i,   sua>  an  feed prodiera,  agricultural  items,  agro- 

tnduatriee,  agricultural  irrpleTant i,   ,:>stiaiàes and mixed  fertilizers,  building 

materials,  pharmaceutical a and a wid:  r.ngo of eweu-nar ronda including clothing, 

i.hoeB,   hourehold  it; ma ana th"  like,   apart  from maintenance,   impairs,  etc.  to 

pgri cui tu ral  ano tr-nrpr-. t  it'"na,   irrigation equiwiant and the  like.     The 

eotabliahment  of production  '"aci.Hi.iea world,   however,   require a comprehensive 

packaga  of incentives,  vai"ii have  raen outlined in the aubaequent chapter. 

Together with such inenntivo-j   a pi-ogrwr.ne  for the développant  of local 

cntreprcneurship would h.-..-a  ie 'a.  ur.d».-rta!:en thro ifah up"riding of artisan skills 

and encouragement  of  mitia .¿v »  on tne  \: ii „ of the  rural  u-amplqyed.     An essential 

facility,   apar*   fro,  financia1   s • i  T".ar incar.'ims,   vjulr. be  the  provision of 

"egular supplier  of "ca1 ca   tn-'n.,trial •.'aterí"] o r.n.\ COT ion cervice  facilities 

u'herjver neccncaiy.     It  if.   inpaa',?: '.  i jai saca progrr ."P°J  oa  oareft^ly  assessed 

in terna of  Iced  [vi :r.„ir.l.   an n.-nv;  ;•;- or. -nta1   'spoon l>edins'  would not serve 

the purpose and n„Ay oven yrave  r ¿or ta;-proil .ctivj. 

  J 
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4.       A critic.--.],  aspect  of industrial /,pr»:ntrnJ.i".'tion is to ensure,   as  far 

as possible,  the efficiency of decentralized production so that the resultant 

goods and services  ^an  be iiado  a vai i-ihJt- at  competitive prices.    The extent 

to which such decentralized production would meet the criteria of efficiency 

«juld vary depending,   inter alia,   on the ertervt to which the demand  for any 

particular commodity is met  from  .arge-scale  enterprises,   the distribution 

system for product?,  both of the  •modern'   and 'dispersed*   Gectors,   and the 

extent of difference  in product designs and  related aspects,  as between uiban 

and rural consumption.     It would be  inappropriate  to underestimate  the efficiency 

of the decentralized or dispersed  sector as a category.    More importantly,  a 

strategy  for improvement of production techniques and for increasing the 

availability of viable alternative technologies for the decentralized sector, 

coupled with appropriate government  policies,   has to be  initiated leading to the 

sounder operation of the dispersed sector. 

5-      The question of sectoral   linkages assume.~ even greater significance when 

small-3cale units in the dispersed sector are expected to function as feeder 

and ancillary plants to large-scale production in the 'modern'   sector.    This 

necessarily requires not only closely-Knit industrial operations,   but also close 

financial and technological  linkages.     In some developing countries,   a significant 

beginning has been made in horizontal  integration,  with the large-scale 'modern' 

sector principally concentrating on assembly  and semi-assembly operations and 

small-scale units providing a wide  range of components,  spares and intermediates. 

Such linkage,  howevr-r,   rvroirrn  1 high degree 0^ planing both at  the  level  of 

large-scale and small-scale  feeder enterprises,   together with significant 

institutional and other support  for the effective growth of the latter.    Often, 

however,  the trend in developing countries is more towards a greater degree of 

vertical integration,   largely because of inadequate reliance on supplies from 

a number of small-scale units.    This pattern would necessarily need to change 

significantly if effective interlinkage between the  'modern'  and 'dispersed' 

sectors  is to be  achieved. 

6.      The actual potential  for rural  industrial  production would vary from country 

to country and would be dependent  or. several   factors  including the  nature of the 

industrial policy package,   local  factor endowment,  provision of infrastructure 

and other facilities,   the extent  of rural purchasing power and the growth of 

entrepreneurial and human skills in these area3.     $y and large,   however,   industrial 

decentralization could ho id out  immense and challenging possibilities,   provided it 

is not viewed  just as  an ancillary pursuit but as an  integral  and vital element 

in the  industrial growth procès*.     This would,  however,   necessitate  the establish- 

ment and maintenance  of vex\y close  interlinkage between the large-scale 'modern' 

^ 
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.actor and industrial production and activities in ;he 'diepcrsod' or 
decontrol i sod sector. 

à—m 
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IV.    POLICY ISSUES IN TIE APFLICAPIOI' OF APlROI'filATE 

TTCHNOI/XÏY 

1.      Ar essential   aaneet   of celocti <^v  and applieatior   of appropriate toch- 

noloj-y  in both the  »modern* and   'dispersed'   nectorn in the formulation  of 

suitable policier, and rapi'-itimr which would achieve the denired objectives. 

Despite the  fact that   industrial act,iv.ti.er.  ir mont developing countries are 

largely concentrated in tho  private  sector,   governmental   policien and regula- 

tions can have a sirnificant eflbet   nn  the choice and application of 

appropriate processes .and  technirruen  in different  sectors.    Such policy 

measurer; would obviously require to be oricn^od to the specific circumstancea 

of each country but,  by and  larfo,  certain policy norms need to be defined 

which can be taken mio consideration. 

2.      In tho   'modern'  sector,   it  ir pnrhap.-. necessary,  as mentioned oarlier, 

to exorcise ¡greater selectivity both   vn respect  of the  fields in which 

foro i rn technology should Va s.ocured and the 1 ype  of tochnolo/^y which should 

be acquired.     In  severaL developing countries,  technolo/tv reflation inatitu- 

t ione have been s.et u)   which are exorcininr various re^alatory functions. 

Though thnrso  institution:: 'lave rr.orMy  concentrated  on  improving the  terms 

and conditions under wmoa t'oreif^n  technology  ..¡ :.«¿cured,   iiioir function;! 

could be enlarged to provide guidance  \n  the choice of moro appropriate 

techniques.     Tho orient  tr  which  larre-sonlt! product i .on  and highly capital- 

intensive technology can,   for example,   ha  effectively  substituted by tech- 

nologies, which are  1er..-  cam t;,l-intnrsivo  and relato to  small-scale produc- 

tion more directly related  to the smaller markets in developing countries, 

undoubtedly neodr. to be   tnvest i^ated.     Oonr.1 deration  of various, criteria to 

determino the oho; sc amonr technological altorn.i' ivos should alno be viewed 

as the responsibility of sueh refulator.y .licencier,   ir, part  of the ererciee 

of greater  selectivity  in respect   of  foreign technology.     While the choice 

of technology  is the ultimate responsibility of mior enterprises, regulatory 

a/'cncios can and should play a i;if<y\ Lficant  role  in providinf suitable  guidance 

in respect   of foreisn technology which would not be appropriate or suitable 

from a national viewpoint.     While this may  impose a heavy burden on «such 

rej^ulatory   irenoiec,   it  fay bo nococr.ary to lay down policy norms and /*uido- 

lines for the use of more appropriate technique«,  particularly for amali and 

medium industriel..    Heru! atory agencies -and other national  inet itutionn need, 

in any event,   to identify technoiorical needs  in various, nectors. so au to 

v> 



hifrhliftt  the areas  in respect   of which f--*re. pit techm-lory may be neconsary, 

as alno sectors »her  ••u'h   i if!. ->v w- h,-a o -('\ •ffir*.  or  dciect : o 

tochnol orici. 1   devo! onmont,   or where  adémate tosano)orioni  ovpertine may be 

d omo st i c a 1 i y  ava i 1. : b1 r . 

.5.      It   is, only i hroufh : ucli  idonl ideal mn  ¡.hat   selectivity can bo effect- 

ively er er o i nor*.    The unrestricted flow of foreign ., ecb.no l o^y and knowhow 

in all  sectors may have  rùrruf- cant   teohnn-economie  im ->aot, not   only on 

recipient enterprises,  but  alno on overall sectoral f»rowth and on domestic 

technological  development,    nocipient  enterpriser?  in developing countrier 

often tend to remain highly dépendent   on  foroi.'-n technolcr;/ suppliers, 

particularly whore unroslriclod tochnolo/ry T.flow in permitted and nuch 

arran/^monls arc  allowed   lo continue   for indéfini!.o pcriodn.    This may 

alno  :-erve as  a disincentive for other enterpriser; to ur-,e  indigenously 

developed processes nad products.    Apart-  from the adverse effoct   on tech- 

nolofical development,  competition to  import  foreif^i technology i"d know- 

how  in the name  field or for similar producir becomes as much a question 

of foreifTi brand nanrs an the uso of part)rular procesnea or techniques. 

Nevertheless,   it   mur,',  bo emphasised that  siy-nif ioanl  flow of industrial 

tcchnolo/ry  in selected /rrowth noci oro muni  take  placo  to developing countries 

if* industrialisation  in those c«urtrier;  in  to be adequale];/ broad-based. 

In an   increasingly compio-.- economic society  basea on close international 

lrter-dopondenoe,   doveionin,'- crmtrioii cannot   afford to  bo isolated from tho 

mainstream of   interna.i ana!   lochnol oraci]   development  and  the various mecha- 

nisms  of technological   exohan,^  riu-t;   ensure  that   adequate  and  suitable  tech- 

nolofry  t'low doer,   in   iac   ,   take   place   in developing countries  in identified 

and  -electod sectors of rjoirth. 

4.      'I'he development   of  lech lo.lor¡cal   infrastructure is also an  important 

pel icy aspect   oí'  ! echnolofical   development.    The yaps   i ^   :aich  infrastructure 

need  in be defined  for each ciev<3l".piu^ country both  in respect   of information 

noL,;nrks  and   i unnici var.ü   airvK o  capar-;. 1 it.v.     An   osennt la*!   policy require- 

ment   is   tho  create-in  sod   -'eve 1 op'^rt   of  a oi mpmhcii.si vo   information  network, 

i.'h'ch  can en;-arc   j   flow  of fair';; am. nil ed do-r  an! m-'terial   rc-rardinr; produc- 

tion  and technical  ro'ruirowont s   ; roj'xted  over a  period   of tine  and provide, 

at.  the   samo   Line,   a'tornai ivr   sources  of tee-hnoTory,   both  indi/^enour,  and 

external. 

U 
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5«       Inadequate "echnoloíjical service capability constitutes a major 

constraint ir, rr.orrt doveWnnf countries.    Such services range from macro- 

level induntrial planning to micro-lovel project  identification, feasibility 

studies, plant  specifications, detailed engineering designs, civil construc- 

tions and machinery installation,  and plant commissioning,  start-up and 

operations.    While the extent of the gap varies from country to country, the 

most  significant  gap is in respect  of detailed engineering and designing and 

sectoral consultancy services through nationally-owned unita.    This makes 

disaggregation of imported technology packages extremely difficult and also 

croates a critical   infrastructure gap, resulting in undue dependence on 

foreign designs and engineering services, with consequential impact on the 

pattern of investment  for particular projects, the requirements of capital 

goods and equipment  and subsequent  plant operations and management.    In the 

lecaer developed countries, the gaps in consultancy services are even more 

marked and extend to almost the entire range of service activities indicated 

above.    The identification of gaps in service capability has to be done both 

on a country-wide banis and for critical and priority sectors in each economy. 

Once ruch gip., are  identified, developing countries need to prescribe suitable 

policy normr; and regulations to ensure that domestic service capability is 

adequately developed and utilized. 

6. The growth oí' n«.;.i«,.i.il technological service capability can be effectively 

achieved through detailed scrutiny of foreign technology proposals and relat- 

ing such scrutiny to the uso of domestic service capability to the maximum 

extent possible.    Such capability can only grow through a deliberate policy 

of utilizing such facilities as are domestically available to the maximum 
extent. 

7. It 13 also necer^ary to ensure,  through appropriate policies, that a cl< *e 

relationship ic developed between institutions dealing with technological 

investigations and îî+D and the requirements of domestic enterprises in both 

the  »modern» and   »dispersed' sectors.    Linkage and communications between such 

R+D agencio^ and tho production sector in several developing countries have 

tended, by nM i;v*get to be inadäquate.    Domestic enterprises continue to rely 

largely on    external technological linkr. as these appear easier in practioe 

and timing and aro usually more rewarding commercially.    The inadequacy of 

inductry-rosearch linkage in particularly pronounced in the 'dispersed» 

•J 
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sector and there han been comparatively little effort either to develop more 

appropriate techniques for the 'dispersed* sector or to adapt indigenous 

techniques more effectively to meet needs of small-scale and rural industry* 

B.      Apart from the above general issues and considerations,  it is also 

necessary to oonsider certain policy aspects and instruments that can play 

a significant rolo in technological choice.    Such policy aspects oan take 

various forms and include 

(i)    policies defining   the role of the private sector and State enter- 

prises together with policies on foreign investment and majority 

foreign equity holdings in new and existing enterprises; 

(ii)    the degree of industrial planning and detailed allocation of re- 

nources between various industrial sectors; 

(iii)    regulation of production capacities in various sectors through 

industrial licensing or other regulatory measures, with a view to 

channelize scarce resources to priority sectors; 

(iv)    financial and credit policies,  including incentives and concessions 

for new industrial enterprises in different  sectors; 

(v)    special inoontiver for sma]1-scale and rural  industries,  including 

provision of infrastructure facilities,  credit,  supply of scarce 

materiale, preferential purchase by governmental agencies,  exten- 

sion services and common service facilties and the like, together 

with reservation of certain sectors solely for small-scale produc- 

tion! 

(vi)    controls over imports; 

(vii)    incentives for exportr. and for import  substitution in particular Motors; 

(viii)    control of prices of ensential products, basic industrial materials 

and the like. 

'),      No uniform set of policies can obviously be suggested to cover all or 

even most developing countries in view of the wide diversity in resource 

endowments,  levels of development and socio-political circumstances.    By and 

large, however, thore in a tendency towards greater regulatory oontrol in 

respect of industrial activities in most developing economies, even where 

ouch activities are almost entirely confined to the private sector.    A number 
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of regulatory instrumente are used in varying decrees to suit particular 

circumstances and situations.    It  is possible,  in such a context, to 

conceive of an overall policy package, which would follow a reorientation 

of industrial strategy to bring about more balanced development of the 

•modern* and  'dispersed* industrial sectors.    Such balanced development 

may necessitate significant reallocation of resources for the growth of 

rural-based industries and the use of more appropriate techniques and 

processes through such units.    While existing policies in developing 

countries give considerable attention to various aspects of investment and 

technology in the •modern* sector there has been comparatively little policy 

attention so far to the needs and potential of small-ßcale industry in the 

•dispersed' non-urban sector. 

10.    It  is consequently necessary to consider the nature and implications ofa 

policy package to ensure the balanced growth of both the •modern' and 

•dispersed' sectors in developing countries.    Such policy package could cover 

the various policy and regulatory mechanisms mentioned above.    These could 

assume the following broad pattern in so far as tho  »dispersed» sector is 

concerned: 

(i)    The role of the 'dispersed' sector could be specifically defined 

in that certain products could be reserved for production in the 

small-scale sector and at locations away from areas of heavy industrial 

concentration. 

(ii)    Such reservation r.hould not only be prospective but may have to be 

applied to existing large-scale unitn in the concerned sectors, which 

could be redeployed for other production functions to the extent 

possible. 

(iii)    A comprehensive package of financial incentives should be prescribed 

for small-scale industry covering various aspects referred to in 

para 8(iv) above. 

(iv)    The technological needs of various sectors which lend themselves 

to dispersal should be specifically assessed and appropriate tech- 

nologies identified,  evaluated and disseminated to such enterprises. 

(v)    Programmes of adaptation and R+D in respect  of such techniques should 

be undertaken in R+D institutions and suitable incentives provided 

at  plant level for adaptation and innovation. 

_J 
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(vi)   Adequate extension services should be provided for the growth of 

small-scale units in the 'dispersed' sector, together with common 

machine and service faciMfcieB. 

(vii)   Adequate training programmes should be undertaken for upgrading of 

artisan skills and development of industrial skills in non-urban 
areas. 

11. In no far an the  'modern* rector is concerned, an increasingly well- 

defined pattern is emerging in most developing countries in respect of 

inouen euch as foreign investment, majority foreign holdings, regulation of 

technology,  levels of protection, domestic integration and the like. 

12. The policy issues and implications of a reoriented industrial strategy 

with greater stress on industrial dispersal and appropriate technology usage, 

need to be viewed in fairly comprehensive terms, as these would undoubtedly 

be critical to tho fulfilment of the objectives of suoh a strategy. 

-.iä' 



V.    Issues of International Technological Co-operation 

1. The selection and application or more ¿impropriate  technology in developing 

countries necessitates a significant decree of international co-operation, both 

among developi   • countries and between institutions and enterprises in industrialized 

and developing economies.    Tne existing pattern of external technology inflow will 

need to be suitably modified and adjusted to Meet the technological needs of 

developing countries more effectively,  both in the •modern'  industrial sector and 

in the 'dispersed1   sector,  where  alternative techniques have to be identified, 

•valuated and applied in particular fieldn of manufacture. 

2. The process of technological exchance -,an be /rreatly accelerated if a 

comprehensive programme  for international  co-operation can be  conceived and 

implemented.    Such a programme could be desired to (i)  facilitate technology 

flow to developing country enterprises on suitable terms and conditions in sectors 

where foreign technology is considered necessary by the developing country; 

(ii) facilitate the flow of information regarding technological alternatives, 

particularly those relating to snaller-ocale production and having less capital 

intensity;  (lii)  assist  in evaluation o:' a1 te mat i ve  techniques through exchange 

of information and experience regarding the use of such alternatives; (iv)  initiate 

an extensive programme of research and development,  including adaptation of existing 

processes and techniques,   in respect of nore appropriate industrial technologies, 

particularly those relating to smaller-3cale production and having a greater rural 

bias.    Such a programme could be undertaker, through an international agency such as 

UNIDO.    It wou.d,  however,   require con idenble  financial support,  particularly in 

respect of research and development programmes and activities.     It would also 

necessitate greater awareness and appreciation of various issues and aspects of 

such co-operation,  both between developing countries and between developing and 

industrialized economies. 

3.      Increased co-operation among developing countries is necessary because of the 

considerable similarity in the problems and issues of technological development 

facing these countries.    Closer direct relationships between enterprises in 

developing countries would also be advantageous,  not only because commercial 

acquisition of technology from enterprises in developed countries often poses 

various constraints and limitations, but because technological needs and expedience 

in developing countries bear close affinity and follow a similar pattern. 

Technological development and capability m several developing countries has 

also achieved a level,  both in terms of indigenous processes and techniques and 

absorption and adaptation of foreign technology,  where  it can be effectively 

transferred to enterprises m other developing countries.    Such technology and 
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knowhow extends over the production of a wide range of consumer durables, 

intermediate products and light and medium engineering goods and equipment in 

which enterprises from developing countries are achieving increasing technological 

competence.    Technological service capability has also grown considerably in many 

of these countries,   including consultancy and engineering services which can be 

suitably extended to other developing economies.    The arrangements for commercial 

transfer of technology between enterprises in developing countries should,  however, 

ensure that technology supply is made in a manner and on terms and conditions 

which are suitable and appropriate for recipient countries. 

4.      The need for greater industrial and technological co-operation between 

developing countries was stressed in the Round Table Ministerial Meeting held 

in New Delhi,   India in January 1977«     In this meeting, specific areas of co-operatior 

were identified which included,  inter alia,   co-operation in respect of industrial 

technology so as to improve the use of techniques already available;  co-operation 

in respect of contract and agreements already concluded to provide guidance to 

others;  promotion and collective action for negotiating and bargaining for more 

equitable economic relationshipB and acquisition of technology; development of 

concrete programmes for using engineering and consultancy capabilities available 

in developing countries; and co-operation in the establishment of national regional 

technology institutions and for research and development in specific sectors. 

5.      The necessity for greater co-operation in technology was also emphasized in 

two meetings 0; senior representativee of national offices of technology regulation 

from several developing countries,  held in Vienna in March and May 1978.    The 

specific objectives of auch co-operation were identified as beingî 

(i)      enhancement and development of national capabilities in the identification 
evaluation and selection of foreign technology: 

(ii)    rationalization of inflow of foreign technology, emphasizing both the 
regulatory and promotional  functions necessary in this regard; 

(iii) strengthening the bargaining position of governmental institutions and 
industrial enterprises in developing countries in negotiations on 
foreign technology; 

(iv)    mutual assistance in the formulation of policies and programmes for 
technology application and development; 

(v)      monitoring and review of the impact of foreign technology on national 
economies;    and 

(vi)    promotion and development of indigenous technological capability, 
including appropriate indigenous processes and techniques,  technological 
service capability,  and the development of technology institutions 
engaged in research and development activities. 

A number of measures were also agreed to in respect of exchange of information and 

experience between the various national regulatory agencies on terms and conditions 

and experience of technology contracts.    Information and experience of technology 

contracts would be exchanged through: 
._,. J 
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(i)      a periodical review by each participating country on trends and 
features of foreign technology inflow; 

(ii)    general  information on certain selected appropriate sectors in the 
participating countries; and 

(iii) specific information on individual contracts. 

6. It was also considered necessary to exchange information among developing 

countries in respect of legislative or administrative measures introduced in 

each country, guidelines for evaluation being compiled in each country and 

information on indigenous technologies and services which could be utilized by 

other participating countries.    The programme for exchange of information between 

developing countries would greatly strengthen their information base and bargaining 

power because of the greater knowledge and information at their disposal,  apart 

from extending the area of technological choice. 

Information on alternatives 

7. There is,  in general,  inadequate knowledge and awareness regarding the 

availability of appropriate technology and knowhow in other developing countries. 

The fact that such knowhow could be transferred to other licensees in other 

developing economies, who would be operating in a similar technological environment, 

and that the knowhow may consequently be more attuned to local constraints and 

difficulties,  is also not adequately appreciated.    Most prospective developing 

country licensees continue to seek knowhow from transnational corporations in 

developed economies even in respect of relatively unsophisticated production 

processes,  in which a fairly wide range of technological choice is available in 

other developing countries.    The problem is partly of lack of knowledge regarding 

such alternatives and partly a continuing preference for more sophisticated 

production techniques used in highly industrialized countries.    Both these aspects 

need to be overcome through closer contacts and greater sharing of knowledge and 

experience between developing countries. 

8.      Apart from dissemination of information regarding availability of technology 

and knowhow in certain sectors of developing country enterprises,  specific 

programmes need to be undertaken for transfer of technology and knowhow in such 

sectors of other developing countries.    In view of the historical preference for 

acquisition of technology  from enterprises in developing countries,   particularly 

transnational corporations,   it ¡nay be necessary for national institutions in 

developing countnea to specifically encourage enterprises in their respective 

countries to consider the availability of technology and knowhow from other 

developing countries where this may be available.    This would be particularly 

relevant in the middle- and small-scale sectors where conditions in respeot of 
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raw materiali»,   local skills,  plant Bise,  etc. are similar.    UnlesB positive 

measures arc taken to encourage the flow of technology and knowhow between 

developing countries,  developing country enterprises are likely to continue to 

seek technology from industrialized ecinotniee even in sectors where adapted 

technology fron other developing countries may be more suitable and appropriate. 

Technological  services 

9'      It may also be necessary to consider measures to promote greater utilization 

of technological  services,  including consultancy engineering facilities available 

in other developing countries.    In a number of such countries,  considerable 

development of consultancy and engineering service capability has taken place. 

Since such growth has taken place in the context of local requirements and skill 

endowments,  these may prove more adaptable and suitable to conditions in other 

developing countries.    This would be particularly so in several sectors such as 

light consumer goods and intermediates,  certain categories of capital goods and 

equipment and a wide range of small-scale  industries, apart from fairly sophioticatec 

engineering and other facilities in sectors such as petrochemicals, electronics and 

the like.    While there has been some exchange of technological services between 

developing countries,  only a beginning has been made BO far and there íB consideraba 

potential for greater exchange of service capability among these countries.    Part 

of the problem again is in respect of lack of detailed information regarding such 

capability and the preference given to service agencies from industrialized countries 

New norms of conduct 

10.    In thic regard,  a vital consideration could well be the formulation of a new 

set of norm3 to promote technological co-operation and transfer of technology and 

knowhow between enterprises in developing countries.    While commercial transfer of 

technology and knowhow and of technological services can and should take place to 

a greater extent between developing countries,  it would perhaps be appropriate that 

new norms of conduct should be considered.    The detenninatior. of a new set of 

guidelines and norms in respect of such arrangements between enterprises in 

developing countries would greatly facilitate such technology flow.    Licensor 

enterprises from developing countries should not adopt the same role as was often 

assumed in the past by technology licensors from developed countries.    On all 

critical negotiable issues such as extent of foreign holding, duration of agresmsnt, 

technology remuneration,  technical service support, and other contractual conditions, 

new standards and principles should be set and agreed upon, based on a maximum degree 

of co-operative partnership.    A model set of guidelines should be prepared,  which 

should be considered and adopted by governments in developing countries,  who should 

ensure the application of such guidelines by licensor-licensee enterprises from 

their respective countries.    With the greater degree of regulatory control exercised 

__-  J 
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by governmental agencies in most developing countries over the production sector, 

it should be feasible and practicable that auch guidelines and principles,  as are 

agreed upon,  can be effectively applied in technology and investment-cum-technology 

transactions between developing country enterprises. 

11. While the adoption of new nonna of conduct in respect of technology supply 

arrangements would ensure greater uniformity in contractual arrangements,  developing 

countries need to ensure that technology suppliera,  particularly transnational 

corporations,  do not create a competitive situation between two or more developing 

countries in respect of specific projects and technology supply arrangements.    Thin 

is especially relevant in different regions in respect of projects of fairly large 

magnitude.     It would be desirable that a system of information and consultation should 

be developed among the developing countries concerned to ensure that no undue 

advantage is taken on thi3 account. 

Collective bargaining 

12. A significant field of technological co-operation among developing countries 

could be the joint acquisition of technology and knowhow for use in more than one 

developing country through a process of collective bargaining.    Though seemingly 

difficult,   the  joint acquisition of technology and knowhow for use in more than one 

project can hold out considerable possibility in the future.    There is considerable 

commonality in industrial programming in countries in comparable stages of 

development  and projects in the same field may be undertaken in more than one 

developing cou-try at around the same + ime.    Such projects can range from large-scale 

industries such as steel,  petroleum,  fertilizers and chemicals, machine building 

and the like to medium- and small-size plants for textiles, sugar, cement and agro- 

industries,  besides covering a wide range of intermediates and consumer products. 

In a number of these cases, the acquisition of foreign knowhow on a collective basis 

for more than one project can be  considered.    This would enable more detailed 

evaluation and consideration of technological alternatives and would reduce 

technology costs,   apart from securing better contractual terms.    Such an approach 

towards collective bargaining would have particular significance in countries 

geographically contiguous to one another,  as in the case of the Andean group or 

regional country groups in Asia and Africa.    It would also, however, have relevance 

for countries in a similar stage of industrial growth.    Significant collective 

action has not so far been initiated in acquisition of technology, primarily beoauae 

this issue has been viewed in national terms and left to the initiative of 

individual enterprises.    With growing realization of the interrelationships in 

technological growth, a joint or collective approach m technology acquisition has 

dynamic possibilities for developing countries in the future. 

.-.> 
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13«    The institutional arrangements for joint acquisition of technology also need 

to be considered.    These can either take the form of joint negotiations by a group 

of developing countries for identified sectors in which the country groups are 

interested or the establishment of an international mechanism through which 

technology can   be acquired and transferred to projects in more than one developing 

country.    The former approach necessitates close collaboration and co-ordination 

between developing country groups and the identification of common technological 

needs in 3pecific industrial sectors,  after which a joint body can be constituted 

for evaluating,  negotiating and acquiring selected technology in the identified 

fields.    The second alternative requires the creation of an appropriate international 

mechanism through which such joint technology transactions can be channelised. 

Joint consultancy services 

14.    An important area of co-operation could be the development of consultancy and 

engineering services,   particularly for the • dispersed*  sector.    With the need for 

development of technological service capability, most developing countries need to 

set up certain domestic facilities in this regard.    This could undoubtedly be a 

very fruitful area of co-operation among developing countries, both in the setting 

up of such facilities where they do not exist and in the development of such 

facilities on the basis of a joint programme or exchange of information or knowledge. 

Hitherto,   linkage in these fields have been established primarily at enterprise level 

between developing country licensees and foreign parent organizations and technology 

liccnooro from industrialized nationo.    The potential for greater co-operation among 

developing countries io particularly marked in respect of consultancy services and 

detailed engineering facilities for the »dispersed'  sector and for medium- and 

small-scale industries,  and there is considerable scope for setting up joint 

consultancy and engineering services,  either on a regional basis or between 

developing country groups at similar Btages of industrial growth. 

1'j.    Greater, co-operation should also be developed in respect of joint training 

programmes*    To some extent,  training facilities  for personnel from developing 

countrien are being provided in one or other developing country at present.    This 

has,  however, been a very limited programme in as much as auoh training is normally 

linked with the overall technology supply arrangements entered into with licensors 

and Buppliere from industrialized economies.    It would be desirable to define 

certain appropriate sectors where programmes of training could be jointly undertaken 

in enterprises in one or other developing country,   irrespective of the source of 

investment and technology. 

U  J 
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Joint research and development programmes 

16.    Go-0,-10 riti on in research and development  among developing countrieo is 

erti-emcly necessary and nan ;^mat potential,   particularly in the application and 

adoption of •nor'  approprile  technology.     A number of institutions engaged in 

various types    f research and development,   including multi-disciplinary research, 

have been set up in several developing countries.    There appears to be a pressing 

need and considerable possibility of greater co-operation in joint  research and 

development activities between such institutions.    Experience of industrial 

research and development in the several institutions set up in developing 

countries has,   at best, been fairly nixed,  and this further highlights the need 

for sharing or experience  and the  implementation of joint research activities. 

The sectors which  lend themselves to greater dispersal to non-urban areas should 

be areas of special attention and concentration on the part of research and 

development institutions in developing countries,  together with infrastructure 

such as rural energy and transportation.    It is essential,  however,   that research 

and development programmes are directly related to the needs of the production 

sector. 

17.    It will thu3 be seen that technological cc—operation between developing 

countries can and needs to be extended over a fairly wide area.    The  role of 

national institutional agencies in developing countries could be very crucial 

in formulating ana developing such programmes of co-operation or co-ordinating 

such programme u with otV- conci med institutions in each country.     In certain 

areas of co-operntion,   it may even be necessary for developing countries to arrive 

at inter-governmental agreements which would specify the nature and extent of 

mutual assistance and co-opcration and,  within the framework of which bilateral 

or multilateral arrangements could be worked out.     In this respect,   international 

agencies, such cía UNIDO,  could play a significant role. 

Regional technological co-operation 

18.    An important aspect of technological co-operation also relates to regional 

programmes in this  field.     In this regard, UNIDO has established active links with 

the regional economic commissions and,   in particular, with the newly established 

ESCAP Regional Centre   for Technology Transfer,  as well as the African Regional Centre 

for Technology Adaptation and Development.    UNIDO also promoted a joint ESCAP Work- 

chop for representativas of  National Focal Points for the ESCAP Regional Centre 

in Bangalore,   Ir, di a from iß to 25 April  1978.    Thirteen countries of the region 

vere represented at  this meeting ard drew up a programme of work for the promotion 

of Cw-oper-vtion amone *hc countries of the  region to strengthen their national 

technological  v.nn development  capacities. 
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19«    In order to implement the work programme of the Regional Centre for 

Technology Transfer (HCTT), UNIDO would provide assistance in organizing workshops, 

on a national as well as regional level,   on development plans and policies, 

improving the working position for technology  in selected sectors,  as well as 

providing assistance in the negotiation of contracts.    It is also proposed to 

develop HCTT as a sub-regional focal point aß well as a means of contact with 

the relevant national agencies on information regarding technological alternatives 

to facilitate technology selection.    It is expected that regional contres for 

transfer oi technology such as the HCTT would actively promote technological 

co-operation at the regional level for the benefit of the developing oountrisa 

in the region. 

Co-operation between industrialized and developing countries 

20. While there is great need and potential for technological collaboration among 

developing countries,  it must be emphasized that such co-operation must increasingly 

be extended at the international level.    For quite some time to corae, enterprises 

and institutions in industrialized nations will continua to be major sources of 

industrial technology.    In recent years,  there has beon inoreased recognition in 

highly industrialized economies of the necessity of mo:o rapid technological growth 

in developing countries as a prerequisite for global restructuring of industry. 

This needs to be translated in terms of a more sympathetic appreciation of the 

genuine problems and difficulties in developing countries and concrete action 

programmes by enterprises and governments in developed nations to achieve more 

effective technological co-operation. 

Terms and conditions 

21. Except for the centrally-planned economies, ownership and knowledge relating 

to industrial technology in developed countries largely rests with individual 

enterprises and groups,  and technology flow takes place through various mechanisms, 

ranging from supply of capital goods and licensing arrangements to joint ventures 

and foreign affiliates with varying degrees of foreign ownership.    In almost all 

cases, technology transfer takes place through contractual arrangements between 

enterprises in these countries and those in developing countries.    It would be 

increasingly difficult in the present context,when elaborate screening procedures 

are operative in several developing countries and likely to be set up in others, 

to expect that highly restrictive and unreasonable provisions would continue to be 

part and parcel of technology contracts.    It would be desirable, nevertheless,  for 

representative bodies of technology suppliers and licensors in industrialized 

economies to prescribe and adopt such guidelines in technology supply and 

contracting as are consistent with the requirements of developing countries. 

J 
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It is only then that the difficulties  faced at present by developing countries 

would be more  effectively resolved and a more appropriate  climate created for 

invectment-cum-tcchnological  collaboration at enterprise  level. 

Extending technological choice 

22.    There is also need for greater flow of technology from a larger number of 

enterprises in developed countries,   particularly from medium- and small-scale units. 

Hitherto,  investment-cum-technoiogical collaboration with developing country 

enterprises has largely been concentrated in the hands of relatively few 

transnational  companies having close trade or industrial links with one or other 

developing cou try.     Technological knowledge  and capability in various sectors 

i8f however,   available with a much larger number of enterprises in industrialized 

countries,  particular^ medium-sized manufacturing units,  and the field of 

technological  choice would be considerably widened if such enterprises were also 

brought within the ambit of technological collaboration with developing country 

enterprises. 

Policy and institutional measures 

23^    It is al30 necessary to consider the need for industrialized economies to 

take certain positive policy and institutional measures in the  interest of greater 

technological  collaboration with developing countries.    Firstly,  an appropriate 

agency could be set up, either at international level or by individual developed 

economies,  to ensure  that technology-supplying enterprises from the3e countries 

comply with guiielines for technical collaboration or invcstment-cum-technological 

collaboration with developing country enterprises.    Secondly,   greater incentives 

could be provided for flow of technology to developing countries.    These could take 

the  form of tax relief or subsidies  in respect of incomes accruing from supply of 

technology or technical services to these countries.    Thirdly,  greater 

technological  co-operation could be ensured through governmental and semi- 

governncntal  institutions dealing directly or indirectly with research and 

development in various production branches with corresponding institutions and 

enterprises in developing countries,  particularly in the development of more 

appropriate processes and techniques.    Further,  it is necessary that developed 

countries should participate  financially in providing a greater flow of suitable 

and appropriate technology  to developing countries.    Even if a small percentage 

of the income  generated from external  technology supply could be set apart by these 

countries for financially assisting the  flow of industrial  technology to developing 

countries,  a significant beginning could be made  in generating adequate  resources 

to ensure a substantial  increase in the  supply of technology and expertise to these 

countries.    Such resources could be  channelized through an international mechanism 

whicn would  represent a practical and tangible expression of greater international 

technological  co-operation. 
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Overall dimenaione of international cooperation 

24.    i.'hile a numbjr of specific policy and institutional measures for 

international  technological co-operation have been identified,  the overall 

ucope and dimension of such co-operation must necessarily be examined in terms 

of rapid growth of technological capability in developing countries.    This 

would necesoitate major new initiativen and additional programmes of co- 

operation,  particularly between industrialized and developing economies, to 

significantly raies tho level of domeatic technological oapability of developing 

economies through (i) eatablishment of multi-disciplinary technology institutions 

in developing countries which could significantly adapt and innovate new 

technologies;  (ii)  development of technological capacity in new sectors of 

critical importance to developing countries,  such as non-traditional sources 

of energy, etc.; (iii) development of design and engineering capabilities in 

critical and priority production sectors, such as steel, metallurgical industries, 

fertilizers and chemicals,  agro-industries,  capital goods manufacture and the like; 

(iv)  growth of innovative capability for small-scale production and development 

of appropriate proejases and techniques in various sectors; and the like.    Such a 

programmo of international  technological co-operation, which comprehensively 

covers aep^ets of technological development and domestic technical capability 

in developir.,7 countries,  would necessitate the transfer of significant additional 

reoourcee frcm industrialized to developing economies and require a basic re- 

orientation in the ntructure of bilateral and multilateral finanoial transfers 

between such count-iea. 
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